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1.    Legal Quotes 
"In law, nothing is certain but the expense." [Samuel Butler] 

“Lawyers occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of them pick themselves up and hurry off as if 
nothing had happened." [Winston Churchill] 

"A good lawyer knows the law. A great lawyer knows the judge."  [Magdalen Braden] 
2.    Legal short 
"I busted a mirror and got seven years bad luck, but my lawyer thinks he can get me five." [Steven 
Wright] 
3.   Inspiring quotes 

"If you want to achieve greatness, stop asking for permission."  [unknown] 
"If you can dream it, you can do it!" [Walt Disney] 
"Fortune favours the brave."  [unknown] 
4.   The credit rating conundrum 
One of the problems with credit is that it's hard to get it until you've had it. Most banks need to see that 
you’ve been responsible with credit before they are prepared to lend you money. 

What this means is that in order to qualify for larger loans such as car or home finance, you need to show 
the bank or financial institution that you can handle smaller sums. This may be in the form of credit cards 
or an overdraft. 
Here’s the kicker: what if you've been highly responsible and never had any sort of debt at all? 
Will banks still be able to judge your credit-worthiness? 
As a credit rating is a rating or a score reflecting your past payment behaviour, if you have not taken up 
any credit in the past, there won’t be any information available to allow companies to determine a credit 

score for you. Banks won't be able to rate you if they have nothing to go on. This can make applying for a 
home loan in particular quite tricky, but it doesn't make it impossible. 
If the bank doesn't have any of your past credit information it may be more cautious about how it deals 
with you, but it won't rule you out purely on this basis. In such instances, the bank may not be prepared 
to grant a home loan unless you have an account with that bank into which your salary is being 
deposited, so that it has full visibility of your transactional behaviour. The bank is then in the position to 
make a decision on whether you can afford the home loan you have applied for by considering the 

behavioural information on your cheque and/or savings accounts and the income and expenses that have 
flowed through your account(s).   
Notwithstanding the above, having a credit rating will certainly make it more likely that your  application 
for a home loan is approved. It will also allow you to apply to banks other than your own. From this 
viewpoint, it may be a good idea to build up some sort of track record, even if only with very small credit 
limits. 

Credit cards are the best way of earning a score, because just having one means that you will have a 
credit rating on the bureaux, even if you never use it. You will, however, earn a better score if you do 
make purchases on it and pay off the balance every month. 
There are other ways to build up a credit score. Cell phone contracts and paying rent are also reported to 

credit bureaux, so if you have a contract that you pay every month, this will reflect as a positive on your 
score. 
A word of caution: don’t rush out and take all sorts of new credit in an attempt to get a credit rating 

should you want to apply for a home loan. This could be an indication to the bureax that you are 
experiencing cash flow problems and may negatively impact your credit rating.  
The catch phrase is “be sensible with credit.” 

All newsletters can be obtained on our website: www.sonnenberg.co.za. You can also sign up to 
receive future newsletters on the site. Please let us know of property or legal issues you wish us to 
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cover in future newsletters. 
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